Sperner's theorem about the largest family of incomparable subsets of an n-set is in fact a theorem about the largest anti-chain in the natural extension to sequences of a linear order. We replace the linear order by an arbitrary directed graph and ask for the cardinality of the largest set of incomparable sequences of length n one can form of the vertices. Two sequences are comparable if for every coordinate, all the arcs between corresponding vertices (if any) go in the same direction. Similarly, we look for the largest cardinality of sets of sequences that are incomparable in any graph from a given family. We lind the asymptotic solution in some cases and give constructions in others. Our results imply new lower bounds on the cardinality of the largest family of qualitatively two-independent partitions in the sense of RCnyi.
INTRODUCTION
Let us consider an arbitrary n-element set Y. Two partitions, P and P' of Y are called qualitatively independent if the number of non-empty classes in the partition they generate is equal to the product of the number of nonempty classes in the two partitions. More formally, if P has the non-empty classes P,, P2, . . . . P, with (Jf= r Pi = Y while P' has the non-empty classes Pi, Pi, . ..) Pi. with u: r PI = Y, then P and P' are qualitatively independent if This definition has an intuitive meaning in probability theory. Two partitions can be generated by two independent random variables if and only if the partitions are qualitatively independent.
GARGANO, KijRNER, AND VACCARO
Let us consider only k-partitions, i.e., partitions into k classes. Let N(n, k) be the largest cardinality of a family of k-partitions of an n-set under the restriction that any two partitions in the family are qualitatively independent. Poljak and Tuza [9] have shown that ~ 6 lim sup i log N(n, k) < 1 log k W-1) n-te, n 'k' (1) where the lower bound holds only if k is a prime power. The proof of the upper bound uses Bollobas' inequality [3] , while the lower bound is obtained via projective geometries. No better upper bound is known, but Poljak and Tuza themselves have derived a better lower bound for k = 3. Writing qk = lim SUP A log N(n, k), their improved bound [9] is
In Korner and Simonyi [7] this is improved to q3 > 0.409.. .
In the present paper we strengthen the lower bound in (1) for small values of k. In particular, we further improve on the lower bound for qx, showing by a novel construction that q3 > 0.483.. . .
We will obtain these results by the use of a construction technique applicable to a broader class of problems at the crossroads of combinatorics and information theory. Sperner's beautiful 1928 theorem [ 123 about incomparable subsets of an n-set has a natural generalization in which the sets are replaced by n-length sequences of elements of a linearly ordered set [4] . The given order generates a partial order on the sequences in the obvious way and the maximum cardinality of an anti-chain in this partial order can be easily determined in terms of the rank function. To our knowledge, the analogous problem for partially ordered sets has never been posed. In fact, while the question remains the same, the answer to this more general problem seems to be quite different. In particular, there is no natural candidate for the largest set of what we call incomparable sequences. (Let us state again that we call two sequences incomparable if there are two coordinates in which their corresponding elements are ordered differently. Hence two sequences in which all the corresponding coordinates are unrelated in the partial order are not incomparable in our sense.) Furthermore, the problem does not become any easier if we only ask for asymptotic solutions, i.e., for the order of exponential growth of the largest set of incomparable sequences as their length tends to infinity.
Literally the same question can be asked for an arbitrary directed graph replacing the initial partial order. To illustrate the kind of problems we have in mind let us begin with a simple EXAMPLE.
Let T be the ternary alphabet T= (0, 1,2}. Let G be the complete graph on T with the cyclic orientation in which the arcs are directed from 0 to 1, from 1 to 2, and from 2 back to 0.
The graph G defines a directed graph G, on T" in the natural way. There is an arc going from x to x' in G, if for every i, either xi = xi or there is an arc in G going from xi to xi ; moreover x # x'. Two sequences, x and x' are called incomparable if they are not connected by a directed edge. Let Z(G, n) denote the maximum cardinality of a set of pairwise incomparable elements of G,. (In other words, Z(G, n) is the stability number of G,.) What is the asymptotics of Z(G, n) as n tends to infinity?
We have no real idea to tackle this question. We have chosen it to start because it is perhaps the best illustration of the conceptual simplicity and the mathematical difficulty of our subject.
Clearly, if A c { 0, 1 }" is the set of the characteristic vectors of a Sperner family of subsets of { 1,2, . . . . n}, then A is an independent set in G,. Hence .
On the other hand, trivially,
No asymptotically significant improvement of these trivial bounds is known. More precisely, let us call C(G) = lim sup i log Z( G, n) n-m the Sperner capacity of G. The best bounds we know are 1 < C(G) < log 3.
Note that here and in the sequel the logarithms are to the base 2.
The setup presented in the example has an immediate generalization for arbitrary directed graphs. DEFINITION 1. Let G be an arbitrary directed graph with vertex set X. The sequences x E X" and x' E X" are incomparable for G, if 3i (xi, x() E E(G) and 3j (x;, x+?Z(G).
Let us call the set A c X" incomparable for G if the different sequences in A are incomparable.
Let Z(G, n) be the largest cardinality of an incomparable set in x". We call
n -m the Sperner capacity of G.
Obviously, this definition is consistent with that in the example. The first basic question it raises is the relation of the Sperner capacity to the Shannon capacity of graphs. DEFINITION 2 (Shannon [ 11 I). Let G be an (undirected) graph with vertex set X. The graph G" is defined on the vertex set X" by the following edge set E(G) c x":
Let K(G, n) denote the largest cardinality of a complete subgraph in G". The quantity
is the Shannon capacity of G.
It is well known that in the above definition the limit superior can be replaced by a limit. More on the Shannon capacity of a graph can be found in Lovasz [8] .
For a directed graph G we can consider the corresponding undirected graph 6 in which (x, x') E E(G) if either (x, x') or (x', x) is a directed edge in G. Clearly, Z(G) < C(6). The upper bound in the example is a special case of (3) . As the example shows, Z(G) is hard to find even for graphs the Shannon capacity of which is easily determined.
Although finding the Sperner capacity of a directed graph is a new problem in combinatorics, it is strongly related to an old one, that of finding the largest family of qualitatively independent partitions of an n-set. More precisely, a conceptually easy generalization of our previous problem contains that of qualitatively indepenent partitions as a special case. Next we state this generalization. DEFINITION 3. Let Y be a family of directed graphs each of which has vertex set X. Let us call the set A c 1" incomparable for $9 if the different sequences in A are incomparable for every graph in Y. Let I(9, n) be the largest cardinality of an incomparable set in X". We call C(Y) = lim sup i log Z ( 3, n) n-m the Sperner capacity of Y. In this paper we will have little to say about Sperner capacity in the general case. Rather, our focus will be on qualitative independence. We will show, however, that the same technique can be applied to tackle many of the more general problems to which we shall return in more detail elsewhere.
The paper is in three parts. In the first part we describe our new construction of three-partitions yielding (2) . In the second part we present a more general construction of the same kind that will allow us to improve on the lower bound in (1) for k < 13. In the last part of the paper we will then show that constructions of this kind give tight bounds for Sperner capacity in some special cases. This is noteworthy since the problem of qualitative independence is equivalent to Sperner capacity in some (other) special case.
QUALITATIVELY INDEPENDENT THREE-PARTITIONS
We show by an explicit construction that For every n, we construct a "large" set of qualitatively independent three-partitions. Let us choose the n-element set { 1,2, . . . . n}. We will represent any three-partition of this set by an element of T" = (0, 1,2}" in the obvious manner. Although there are six different ways of doing this, GARGANO, KijRNER, AND VACCARO any of them suits us. In fact, the three-partitions represented by the ternary n-sequences x and x' are qualitatively independent if and only if for any UE (0, 1, 2}, bE (0, 1, 2) there is a coordinate i= i(a, b)= i(a, b, x, x') with xi = a, xl = b, Hence, instead of constructing the partitions, we can construct a set of ternary sequences every pair of which satisfies the above nine conditions. In particular, it will follow that no partition is represented twice and thus the number of sequences equals the number of partitions we construct. Furthermore, we note that the three-conditions in which a = b can be satisfied in a trivial manner, setting, e.g., x, = 0, x2 = 1, x3 = 2 in every sequence. Thus any set of sequences satisfying the remaining six conditions (involving a # b) can be modified to satisfy the original conditions by refixing the sequence 012 to each of its elements. Therefore, in order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to construct a sequence of sets B, satisfying all the above conditions for a # b and such that We will show that A, can be partitioned into polynomially (in n) many classes so that every class of the partition is a "good set" in our sense. In order to define the partition, we first introduce eight functionals on T". To this end, we need some new notation.
We shall refer to the elements of A as "words." We note first of all that a sequence x E T" can have at most one representation in the form of an element of A*; i.e., it can be formally equal to at most one sequence of words from A. (This is immediate, since A is a prefix code; i.e., no word in A is a prefix of another one.) To define our functionals, let us define the set Z(a 1 x) as the set of those coordinates i for which in the unique representation of x as an element of A* the coordinate i is a starting position of a copy of the word a. We set
for every a EA. This defines eight functionals on T". We partition T" according to their different values on the sequences. More precisely, two sequences belong to the same class of our partition if all the above eight functionals take the same value on both of them. We claim that every class of the partition is a "good set." This will prove the theorem, because at least one of the classes is sufficiently large. In fact, notice that for the integer-valued functionals N( . I . ) and L( . I . ) we have O<N(aIx)dn, O<L(alx)<g, for every aEA, XE T", and therefore, by a very rough estimate, our partition has at most n8(n + 1)4 many classes. Let B, be a class of the partition having largest cardinality. Then, P"l 2 (n + 1)-l* IAnI.
Comparing this with (4) we see that lim supilog lB,l >0.483.... n-m
Hence it remains to prove that every class of our partition is a "good set," indeed. For this purpose, let us write The set A can be written as A = {b, c, de, fg}. We claim that any two different elements x and x' of A,, on which the eight functionals (5) take the same values, form a good pair; i.e., for every a # b from (0, 1,2} there is a coordinate i with xi = u, x,! = 6. We distinguish four cases:
Case 1. Suppose that in the two sequences x and x' all the six-letter words are in the same coordinates, i.e., Z(a 1 x) = Z(a 1 x') if a =de or a =fg.
Since
and by our hypothesis, every occurrence of b in x is matched by an occurrence of either b or c in the same positions in x', it follows that there must be an occurrence of b in x matched by an occurrence of c in x' in the same coordinates, and vice versa, there also must be an occurrence of b in x' matched by a c in x in the same coordinates. Noting that all the pairs of elements of (0, 1,2) occur in matched positions in the two sequences b and c, we conclude that x and x' form a good pair. There are two cases in which (6) holds for one of the six-letter words from A but not for the other. These cases can be dealt with in essentially the same way. Hence there must be some m for which Z,(deIx)<Z,,,(delx') (7) or else we would not have L(del x) = L(del x'). Moreover, if we consider the smallest integer m for which (7) holds, then, necesarily, we also have Z,(deIx)EZ(blx')uZ(cIx');
i.e., the d of the mth occurrence of de in x is matched with b or c in x'. Namely, in the contrary case it could only be matched with some part of a de in x'. Moreover, this then would be the Ith de in x' for some 1 c m, implying ZAdeIx)<Z,(delx'), a contradiction. In conclusion, we find that xj= 1, x;=o, xk= 1, x;=2, (8) for some j and k among the three consecutive coordinates beginning with Zi(de 1 x). Reversing the role of x and x' in the above, we find coordinates with x,=0, x:= 1, x, = 2, x; = 1.
Looking at the sequences from right to left rather than from left to right as before, we shall find the missing coordinates. In fact, let m now be the largest integer for which (7) holds. Like before, we must have as by our assumption, the mth is the first-from-the-right unmatched occurrence of de in x' for which it precedes (fom the right) the corresponding occurrence of de in x. Hence the e-part of de can only be matched with b or tin x. We see that the simultaneous occurrence of an e in x' and either a b or a c in x guarantees a coordinate such that x,=0, x:=2.
Reversing the role of x and x' in the preceding argument gives a coordinate v with
This, (8) , (9), and (10) establish our claim.
Case 3. Suppose that
but the same is not true for fg. The proof is analogous to that in the preceding case. In fact, we now see that a simultaneous occurrence off with either b or c guarantees the Cl and &2 coordinate pairs, whereas a g matched with either of b or c guarantees the 2-l coordinate pair. With these modifications the proof for the previous case literally applies.
Case 4. We have seen that x and x' form a good pair unless Z(deIx)#Z(delx'), wg I xl + m! I x').
This is therefore the only remaining case to examine. We proceed indirectly. Suppose first that xi= 1, x; = 0 (12) never occurs. This means that if j E Z(de 1 x), then the sequence XIX;+ i XI+ z equals either d or e. It follows that Z,(deIx)~Z,,,(delx') for every m, a contradiction. Hence we obtain the existence of a coordinate i that gives (12) . Next suppose that xk=2, xi=1
never occurs. A similar argument as before shows that if xjxj+ rxj+ z is the sequence g; i.e., the coordinate j-3 is in Z(fg I x); then the sequence x;xj+,x;+* equals either f or g, and thus L(ffitlx)~~m(fglx'), once again contradicting (11) . Therefore, we obtain a coordinate k with property ( 13). Finally, suppose that x,=2, x;=o (14) is not to be found. This implies that every e in x is matched by either a d or an e in x', yielding Z,(deIx)<Z,,,(delx') for every m, the usual contradiction with (11). In conclusion, we have found coordinates i, k, and I such that (12k ( 14) hold. Reversing the role of x and x' makes the proof complete. 1
MORE ON QUALITATIVE INDEPENDENCE
The construction technique applied in the proof of Theorem 1 has its roots in [7] . Similar constructions often yield non-trivial bounds for problems we can interpret in terms of Sperner capacities. The core of the technique is a lemma that we now state in its general form that is suitable for different applications.
For an arbitrary finite set X, let I(x) denote the length of a sequence x E X*. Given aritrary sequences x, x' E X*, we denote by B(x, x') the set consisting of those ordered pairs (a, ~)EX*, for which (xi, xl) = (a, b) holds in at least one coordinate i of x = x, . . . xlCx) and x' = xi .. . x,(~,). If I(x) #Z(x'), then different positions of the two sequences will coincide according to whether the two sequences have a coinciding initial coordinate or a coinciding last coordinate, respectively (as parts of some larger sequences located in matched-at-the-beginning, resp. matched-at-the-end positions.) Therefore, we define E(x, x') as the set of those ordered pairs (a, 6) EX* for which (xlCxJPi, x;(,.)-~) = (a, b) in at least one coordinate, i.e., for some 0 d i < min{ I(x), Z(x')}. LEMMA 
(Two-words lemma).
Given two sequences, a E X*, bE X* such that none is a prefix of the other, there exists a sequence of sets 
Remark. Obviously, B(x, x') = E(x, x'). The lemma holds for every uniquely decipherable code with two words A, i.e., every pair (a, b) with the property that any sequence X* has at most one decomposition into a sequence of elements of A. We have chosen the more restrictive formulation to keep the statement of the lemma simpler. Nevertheless, the proof below literally applies under the more general condition as the property of prefix codes we use is just their unique decipherability.
Proof: As in the proof of the previous theorem, we observe that every sequence x E X* can be written as an element of A* in at most one way. Thus we can define the numbers N(c Ix) and L(c 1 x) for c = a, c = b as in the previous proof. We partition A, = A* n X" once again according to the different values of the quadruple {Walx), Nblx), Ualx), Ublx)). Therefore, Z(x'+ ) < Z(x _ ) < Z,,,(a I x), which contradicts 4x>) 2 Z,(a I x).
We conclude that the coordinate Z,,,(a 1 x) is a simultaneous starting point for an a in x and a b in x'. Hence   B(a 1 b) G B(x, x' ).
An analogous argument applied from the right end of the sequences implies that there is another coordinate which, in turn, is a simultaneous endpoint for an a in x and a b in x'. Thus
The Two-Words lemma (TWL) allows us to improve on the PoljakTuza lower bound (1) for k < 13. As this method is clearly sub-optimal, we will not try to apply it in the best-possible way. Rather, we will limit ourselves to showing that there is an easy way to improve on the bound (1). As is illustrated by Theorem 1, similar but more complicated constructions based on sets of more than two words in the role of A might yield substantial further improvements. A comparison with the corresponding values in the Poljak-Tuza bound (1) shows that in all the above cases we obtain some improvement. An analysis of why this happens and why it stops happening for larger values of k will be one of the subjects of the next section.
Let us return to the Sperner capacity problem of Definition 3. It is clear from the foregoing that qk is a Sperner capacity in the sense of Definition 3. The corresponding family 92 of graphs is that of the one-edge graphs defined by the different edges of the complete graph on k vertices.
A particularly intriguing special case of the problem of Definition 3 arises, in fact, precisely when all the individual graphs in the family $4 have a single edge. It is clear that in this particular case the orientation of the edges has no importance. Let us denote by Y(G) the family of all the oneedge graphs the different members of which correspond to the different edges of a given (non-directed) graph G. We reformulate this special case of the Sperner capacity problem for the reader's convenience. We recall that two sequences, x, x' E [V(G)]" are incomparable for B(G) if for every (a, 6) E E(G) there exist coordinates i and j such that where, e.g., xi stands for the ith coordinate of x. Let J(G, n) be the largest cardinality of any set Cc [V(G)]", every two distinct elements of which are incomparable for F(G). We write Q(G) = lim sup i log J( G, n). n-C.2
In our previous language, for every edge of G, the family P(G) has a graph with vertex set V(G) and an edge set consisting of this single edge. Clearly, Q(G) =3-@(G)), (20) where Z(F(G)) is the Sperner capacity of the family of graphs F(G)); let us recall that formally, the family must consist of directed graphs, but in case of single edge-graphs any orientation would lead to the same notion, and therefore, we will not specify any.
We will show that in two special cases the technique presented in the previous section solves the capacity problem by exhibiting optimal or asymptotically optimal constructions. One of these cases does not involve any new result. In fact, it has been proved by Korner and Simonyi [7] We will not repeat the proof here. Let us just outline the construction establishing l+J5 O(G) >, log ~ 2 ' since it is immediate from our TWL. (This is no surprise. We have already mentioned that the TWL is a generalization of the proof technique used in [7] ). To see that the last inequality holds, apply the TWL to The following upper bound is an easy consequence of the results of [5] . Its proof is based on elementary information theory. Cp(4 + P@)lh ( p~a~~&J~ where in the maximization P is running over all the probability distributions on the vertices of Ck, and h(x) is the binary entropy function:
h(x)= -xlogx-(1 -x)log(l -x).
Clearly, the maximum in the above inequality is achieved if P is the uniform distribution on the vertices of C,. 1
A primitive way of guaranteeing the simultaneous presence of various edges of a given graph between sequences is to assign different subsets of coordinates to different subgraphs the union of which is the given graph. More precisely, we have Consider a arbitrary subset of A,, of cardinality IB,, _ +I. Upon establishing a one to one correspondence between the respective elements of B(, _ a)n and those of the chosen subset of A,,, we obtain a construction of length n, cardinality IE(, -.Jnl, and such that every pair of its elements satisfies all the conditions imposed by the graph G, u Gz. The construction is obtained upon juxtaposition of the corresponding shorter sequences satisfying the constraints for G, and GZ, respectively. This proves (21). The lemma follows by choosing Q(G,) a=Q(G,)+Q(G2) ' ' Note that by a well-known theorem of graph theory (cf. [l, Corollary 1, p. 230]), for k odd, the complete graph Kk can be decomposed into (k -1)/2 edge-disjoint copies of Ck, the cycle of length k. Applying the previous lemma to this decomposition, we obtain This yields by Theorem 2 the estimate GARGANO, K6RNER, AND VACCARO for odd k. For small k, this estimate already improves on the Poljak-Tuza lower bound (1). The gain is possible because for small k the roughness of the estimate in Corollary 1 is compensated by our rather precise evaluation of O(C,). The constructions in Theorem 2 are based on a somewhat better "glueing together" of those for individual cycles than the primitive juxtaposition suggested in Lemma 4.
Many questions remain. It is striking that the known upper bounds for O(K,) and O(C,) are the same. In view of Theorem 3, especially because of the last inequality in the proof, it is tempting to conjecture that O(C,) = 2/k for every k.
